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Zohra Sawari discusses
terrorism and religion
Mackenzie Rech
News Editor

____________________________________

On Wednesday, April 22,
the Office of Multicultural Affairs
(OMA) sponsored the event “I Am
Not a Terrorist,” a presentation by
Zohra Sawari pertaining to how
society defines terrorism and its
relationship to religion, specifically Islam. The event was held
at 7 p.m. in the Esch Hurvis room
and was attended by students,
staff and several members of the
community.
Residence Hall Director
and Diversity Center Programs
Coordinator Angel NeedhamGiles was responsible for planning the campus event. NeedhamGiles expressed a desire to bring
speakers to campus that a wide
variety of students feel they can
relate to, particularly speakers
who embody under-represented
groups.
“It’s very important that
the voices of marginalized people are heard in this space,“ said
Needham-Giles. “I think the voice
of a Muslima would be particularly beneficial to Lawrence because
there haven’t been very many followers of Islam who have come
to campus this year in particular,”
Needham-Giles added.
Zohra Sawari’s talk aimed
to address three main points.
Sawari discussed how terrorism is defined, what the religion

of Islam really entails and why
Muslim women wear hijabs.
Sawari attempted to break existing stereotypes regarding Islam
and its relationship to terrorism
through personal experiences and
real world examples.
Throughout the talk, Sawari
emphasized her strong belief that
it is unjust to attribute religion,
race, gender or any other element
of a person’s identity to cruel acts
of terrorism carried out by individuals. She also commented on
ways that the American media
presents skewed interpretations of terrorism and Islam, and
encouraged people to critically
think about the news sources they
encounter.
Sawari concluded her talk by
saying, “The key to change is to
let go of your fear. If you’re afraid
of something, learn about it. And
learn about it from people who
have knowledge.”
Students responded with
mixed reactions to the event.
Sophomore Regina Cornish appreciated learning more about Islam
and Sawari’s unique perspective.
“I think she’s very optimistic and
you can clearly see that she has
this great passion for her religion,
and she presents it in such a view
that many people are not aware
of,” said Cornish.
Senior Mitch Greenberg also
admired her passion, but was

See page 2

NeuroLawrence hosts mind
and body meditative dance

Students dance at the Gilboy fire ring on the evening of Friday, April 17.
Photo by Sadie Tenpas

Hannah Kinzer
For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

On
Friday,
April
17,
NeuroLawrence sponsored a
mind and body health event at the
Gilboy fire ring, located next to the
Sustainable Lawrence University
Garden, to enjoy the meditative
power of dance.
NeuroLawrence is a student
organization dedicated to studying areas and uses of neuroscience, and analyzing how it can
be both valuable and harmful
to sociocultural structures. The
event, open to all community

members, explored the ways that
dance and rhythm engage the
mind.
The student percussion
group, Sambistas, was originally
going to provide classic Brazilian
samba music for dancing. While
Sambistas ultimately did not play
at the event, the music selection
did include rhythmic pieces featuring drums and other percussion instruments.
The event began when the
bonfire was lit and the music
started. Attendees danced in a
free-form style. People danced in
a circle around the fire pit and

on the stone ledges while others
stood swaying to the beat of the
song. Some individuals played on
a hand drum and two shakers
made from nutshells tied to a handle. Stickers and paint were also
available for attendees to decorate
themselves.
Junior and NeuroLawrence
President Zabdiel Ek was in
charge of organizing the event.
Ek said he wanted to share the
power of dance and movement
with people, hoping the bonfire
would further attract people to

to focus their skill sets and best
market themselves to potential
employers.
The day began with a
young alumni panel at 9:30 a.m.
in Briggs Hall. Students gathered to hear from four recent
Lawrence graduates that live
and work in the Appleton area.
Tony Darling ‘13, Gacia Coronado
‘10, Zach Simmering ‘14 and Dan
O’Mahoney ‘14 spoke about their
experiences getting started in the
world of business.
They shared their varying experiences and spoke with
students about the differences
between working at start-ups,
large corporations and intermediate sales firms. O’Mahoney
emphasized the importance of
understanding a firm’s environment before taking a job and suggested several questions to ask at

the end of an interview.
Several alumni emphasized
the importance of taking calculated risks in their careers. Coronado,
who works at Kimberly-Clark,
noted that “in large corporations,
you can get stuck … you have to
be able to take risks, and to sometimes brush off defeats.”
The recent graduates also
commented on non-career-related
subjects pertaining to their transition from life on campus. “The
first thing I learned is how good
we have it here,” stated Darling,
who is currently working in a
leadership rotational program at
Century Insurance. “Although you
can find people in the real world
who are vibrant, interesting and
engaged, it’s definitely a lot harder
outside of the Lawrence bubble.”

See page 2

Lawrence alumni return to share
experiences for Career Conference
Ruby Dickson
Staff Writer

____________________________________

THIS

WEEK

Zohra Sawari after her lecture on Wednesday, April 22.
Photo by Mackenzie Rech

On Saturday, April 18,
Lawrence’s Career Services
department, in conjunction
with the Office of Alumni and
Constituency Engagement held
a Career Conference through the
Lawrence Scholars in Business
program.
The event was primarily organized by Dean of Career Services
Mary Meany and Associate
Vice President of Alumni and
Constituency Engagement Mark
Breseman. Meany has been with
Lawrence for five years and has
organized numerous opportunities for current students to hone
their skills and find rewarding
jobs post-graduation. This year,
the Career Conference focused on
helping students understand how
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Riverview Gardens hosts conservatory concert Terrorism
Ariela Rosa
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Over 100 students and community members attended the
Riverview Gardens concert on
Monday April 20. The event was
part of a concert series, now in
its second year, organized by
Assistant Professors of Music
Michael Mizrahi and Erin Lesser.
The event featured three
performances of wildly different
pieces that were connected by
their focus on nature and emotion.
The musicians explained aspects
of the songs they played before
playing them and in some cases
encouraged audience participation.
The concert opened with a
flute quartet featuring seniors
Heather Jost, Caitlynn Winkler
and Sam Rolfe, and junior Leo
Sussman.
They
performed
“Summer Day at the Mountain” by
Eugène Bozza.
Before performing the second movement of Bozza’s work,
one of the members of the ensemble explained that the music was
supposed to sound like insects.
As part of the interactive experience, two of the quartet members
then led the audience in creating a

Career Conference
continued from page 1

After the young alumni panel,
students could attend a private
lunch with a group of Lawrence
alumni who majored in foreign
languages. These alumni spoke
about how they now use their
language skills in business careers
and provided advice to students
about how to market their language abilities when searching for
jobs.
Students and alumni also
attended the Nonprofit Resources
Fair, held in the Warch Campus
Center gallery from 11 a.m. to

“buzzing” chorus.
Professor of Music Catherine
Kautsky performed two songs
as part of the second set: Claude
Debussy’s somber piece “Les son
et les Parfums” and the fourth
movement of “In the Mists” by
Leoš Janáček.
Before playing Janáček’s
piece, Kautsky explained that the
tempo, key signatures, and harmonies change constantly within
the work in order to create a sense
of disorientation.
Senior Caitlynn Winkler,
junior Jon Hanrahan and sophomore Miles Link performed the
final song of the evening, George
Crumb’s “Voice of the Whale.”
According to Winkler, Crumb was
inspired to write the piece after
hearing whales singing in the
ocean.
Winkler said that Crumb
liked to use traditional instruments in non-traditional ways.
Indeed, while Winkler sang into
her flute to create a whale sound,
Link conjured seagull sounds
from his cello and Hanrahan used
binder clips, wooden dowels and
a chisel to manipulate the sound
of his piano.
The performers wore masks
during this last piece, stating that
it was a way to make the audience

identify with them less and focus
more on the music itself.
Mizrahi and Lesser organized
the series in collaboration with
members of the New York-based
chamber ensemble Decoda, which
they are both members of.
According to Lesser, the
goal of the series was to bring
music to people outside of the
Lawrence community. “We have a
very diverse audience here,” said
Lesser. “One thing we’re aiming
to do is to widen our reach to get
music into the community, accessible to more people—these are
free concerts.”
Audience reaction was positive. Senior Alana Myatt stated that
she was happy to have attended
the concert. “I thought it was cool
to see fellow students in another
venue outside of Lawrence,” said
Myatt.
She also stated “I think everyone did a wonderful job and their
introductions [at the beginning of
each piece] were fun.”
Winkler expressed hope that
more people would come and
experience these concerts. “I think
we’re entering a stage where people are not as apt to go to live
performances anymore, but it was
really nice to see so many people
here tonight.”

1:30 p.m. Many local and national
non-profit organizations set up
booths to speak with students
about available opportunities.
Organizations such as the Peace
Corps, the Boys and Girls Club,
iMPACT and the Trout Museum
encouraged students to apply for
summer internships, in addition
to promoting regular volunteer
opportunities.
Later in the day, students
had the opportunity to pose for
headshots to use for LinkedIn
and other job-searching platforms. Senior Nathan Lawrence
worked with a camera, backdrop
and lighting system to photograph
interested students in the Warch

Campus Center gallery.
Finally, students and other
community members were invited to a networking reception in
the Pusey Room. There, students
had the opportunity to snack on
catered hors d’oeuvres while forging personal connections with
successful alumni.
Career Services and the Office
for Alumni and Constituency
Engagement will continue to host
Lawrence Scholars in Business
programs in the future. Students
can stop by Career Services dropin hours, schedule meetings with
staff members and attend sponsored events.

BIG PICTURE small space

continued from page 1
hoping for greater complexity. “It
was obvious that she cared about
what she had to say and she’s
had experience with this kind of
prejudice, but she doesn’t leave
any room for debate or counterarguments,” said Greenberg.
Freshman Maria Mankin

World

MIDDLE EAST: According to Mashaal Radio, the Islamic
State and the Taliban have declared jihad against each
other. The fight is centered on the Helmand province of
Afghanistan, an area rich in Opium.

UNITED NATIONS: The Secretary General of the United
Nations, Ban Ki-moon, has stated that Pope Francis was in
error when he called the killings of approximately 1.5 million Armenians by the Ottoman Empire “genocide”. Ki-moon
said that while the actions were "atrocity crimes,” they do
not fall under the category of genocide.

LIBERLAND (EUROPE): A man from the Czech Republic
named Vit Jedlicka has claimed a small piece of land
between Croatia and Serbia, now calling it “Liberland.” The
seven square kilometer area was considered no man’s land
due to disputes between Serbia and Croatia, but was not
technically owned by either country. Liberland is currently
attempting to select citizens from over 160,000 applicants.
RUSSIA: Russia plans to close down 40% of its universities
by the end of 2016. The Minister of Education and Science,
Dmitry Livanov says that the number of universities in
Russia has quintupled since the fall of the Soviet Union, and
that too many of the current institutions provide a poor
quality of education.

CHINA: Construction workers doing road repair in Heyuan
City in southern China have 43 fossilized dinosaur eggs.
19 of the eggs are completely intact and the largest one
has a diameter of five inches. The city calls itself "Home of
the Dinosaurs" and already, nearly 17,000 eggs have been
unearthed there since the first ones were uncovered in 1996
SOUTH AFRICA: South African soldiers have been sent to
support police in the township of Alexandra in Johannesburg
after several people from Mozambique were injured and
one killed due to anti-immigrant violence.

continued from page 1

Students attend a young alumni panel during Saturday’s Career Conference.

News

Compiled by Nathan Whiteman

NeuroLawrence

Photo by Michael Hubbard

enjoyed the discussion, but felt
that it was oversimplified. “I do
believe that a lot of these radical
movements are somewhat motivated by religion and I wanted her
to talk about that,” stated Mankin.
“I think she said some things
that were important for everyday Americans to realize, but the
way she said it was too black and
white,” agreed Greenberg.

the event.
While the people at the event
came and went, there was continual movement and dancing
around the bonfire. When the
flames of the bonfire began to
fade, Ek would fan the fire and
send sparks into the air.
Student reactions to the
event were positive. Sophomore
Liam McCarty, a member of the
Sambistas group, said, “I’ve never
done anything like it before.”
“I think it was fun,” said freshman Electra Arnade, a member of

NeuroLawrence, “I just like being
around bonfires in general, [and]
I like the music.” Although the
NeuroLawrence event is new at
Lawrence, Arnade says, “people
should do more different things
[… and] come to events that they
might not feel like they understand completely.”
In the future, Ek hopes
more people will hear about the
event and come. NeuroLawrence
is planning other dance-related
events, including an Aztec dancing demonstration and practice.
The Aztec dancing demonstration
will take place on Friday, May 22.
The practice will take place on
Saturday, May 23.

Find us online!
http://lawrentian.com

/Lawrentian

@TheLawrentian

@The_Lawrentian
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Caged Within
Clouds:
A serial story
“Nobody Knows what’s in
the Fertilizer”
This serial story is a collaboration between the members of Lawrence University’s
Creative Writing Club. This week’s installation is written by Electra Arnade.
I inhaled the humid air
as I entered the greenhouse,
my safe haven. The different
plants were all labeled with
small stickers indicating their
various classifications and
common names, but I knew
this neat labyrinth as if it
were burned into my brain.
Stretching my fingers and back
with a small crack, I began
tugging a huge bag of fertilizer, government-issued and
proven to specifically benefit
my crop.
Fruits have become
unpopular. They lack the solidness of meat, which was
also becoming a rarity, and
don’t pack quite the punch as
some of the superfoods now
chemically processed out of
basic carbohydrates, fats and
proteins. Because of this, my
employers are trying to enrich
the vitamin content in socalled “weaker” foods, such as
the berries and fruits grown
in my simulated lush, tropical
environment.
I began to work, shifting
through soil with my gloved
hands, working it like a sculptor. I did not like how the government fertilizer smelled.
First of all, I did not know the
contents. I had requested to
see the ingredients, but the
information was classified.
Something about the fertilizer
curled into my nose insidi-

ously and stayed there, musky
and off.
This was unusual for me;
generally, I relished the array
of scents that I could only get
in this small space I had created. The air outside in Avarium
smelled only like metal and
stone, the city being many
miles above the surface of the
earth.
Perhaps it was living in a
floating city that drew me so
closely to the soil. Sometimes,
I felt as if I would just start
floating into the sky and never
be able to feel my feet on the
ground again. The earth hung
below us with its nutrients and
oxygen, and I was jealous of it.
Continuing my work, I
examined fruit that had begun
growing in small buds. That
was when I heard a sharp
knock at the front of the greenhouse. Either it was an inspector, my boss or one of the poor
street rats who sometimes
managed to climb the gates.
I strode over to find that it
was the latter: a small scrappylooking girl carrying a dirty
messenger bag. I recognized
her. I grimaced and motioned
for her to turn away before
the knocking came again,
sharp and strong against the
glass. I cracked open the door,
unwilling to let the heat escape
before yelling,
“Look, I do not think I can

sneak out any more berries
for you. Aside from the fact
that they are not nearly ripe,
they have been counting more
harshly lately. I have to provide an accurate record of the
exports.”
“No,” she said, shuffling
her feet. The poor thing’s
voice came out breathless and
squeaky.
“I promise it’s not that. It’s
just — I saw something.” Her
face was sweaty as her eyes
darted up, reminiscing.
I sighed, beckoning the
street rat inside, and allowed
her time to breathe and adjust
to the hot air.
“Dead bodies,” she choked
out, the words hanging in the
air ominously.
“What?”
“That’s what they are
grinding up and putting into
the soil, into the parks to grow
the trees, into your fertilizer.”

Packed Like Sardines in a Dorm Room
Sarah Wagner
Columnist

______________________

Dear Sarah,

Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery

FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ CHEEZY-BREADSTICKS
with any 14” or 16” Pizza!
FREE DELIVERY!

OPEN 11 A.M.–3 A.M.

Ask for your Lawrence Discount!

920-749-1111
www.MuncheezPizzeria.com | 600 W. College Ave. Downtown Appleton

I’m getting really anxious
about the upcoming roommate
selection process. My best friend
and I are talking about getting
a double together next year, but
I’m starting to get cold feet about
it. We get along really well when
we’re just hanging out, but our
living habits don’t always line up.
However, I’m also really worried
about not finding anybody to room
with. I don’t want to be that one
person who gets left out on their
own. What should I do?
- Paranoid, Roommate-less Android
Dear Android,

So, basically you’re saying
that you’re more of a Monica and
she’s more like whoever the messy
character on “Friends” is. I’ve
never watched the show, so that’s
a terrible analogy. Moving on, I
completely understand your predicament, and I was in the same
situation at the end of my freshman year. I was so worried about

being the one person in my friend
group who didn’t find a roommate
that I agreed to live with someone who was a terrible match for
me. I’ve thought a lot about why
my situation didn’t work out, and
that’s led me to create a concrete
list of “Things to Discuss with
Potential Roommates.”
Cleaning: This is a huge issue
and might be one of the most
important. I’ve found over the
years that I tolerate my own mess
quite well, but being surrounded
by someone else’s mess drives
me crazy. Oftentimes, this means
when you’re living with someone
else, you need to increase your
level of cleanliness.
When multiple people are living in the same place, it’s important to be considerate of those
around you. This is especially
important if you are considering
living in a house. It’s one thing
when you live alone and you leave
dirty dishes in your sink until your
boyfriend takes pity on you and
does them himself. It’s another
thing entirely when you are sharing a kitchen with a dozen other
people and you leave your dirty
dishes in the sink for a week.
Sleeping hours: This was a
major reason my roommate situation didn’t work out well. I had
class at 8:30 a.m. and my roommate didn’t want to wake up until

noon or later.
I know you may not know
your schedule for next year yet,
but it is important to discuss with
potential roommates what time
of day you want to be awake. If
both of you are early birds, then
you can communally make coffee
at 7 a.m. before your first class. If
both of you are night owls, then
you can communally make coffee
at 11 p.m. as you finish all your
homework.
What do you want to use
your room for? Different people
have different visions of what
they want to do in their room.
Some folks use it as a quiet place
for working, napping and having
existential crises. Others would
prefer to do their work elsewhere
around campus and use their
room for hanging out, listening to
music and throwing parties.
It is important to make sure
you and your roommate are on the
same page when it comes to room
activities. Someone who wants to
throw a rave party every weekend
won’t make a good roommate for
someone whose idea of a bumping
party is a Disney movie marathon.
While it might seem like a
fun, convenient idea to live with
your best friend, it is not always
the best option. Take these guidelines into consideration before
making a year-long decision.
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Track makes strides at St. Norbert
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

______________________

The Lawrence Men’s and
Women’s Track and Field team
competed this Saturday, April 18,
in the St. Norbert’s Invitational
at St. Norbert College. The men
placed seventh and the women
sixth out of 10 teams, including
conference rivals Ripon, Carroll
and St. Norbert.
Despite a strong headwind
on the home stretch, the women’s
team, in particular, shone in this
intra-conference throw-down.
The team saw veteran senior
sprinter Anna Bolgrien returning
to the 400-meter hurdles for the
first time this year to take second
place with a time of 1:07.93.
The Lawrence women then
moved on to dominate the 5K with
freshman Erin Schrobilgen taking second place with a time of
19:28, closely followed by junior
Clare Bruning for third, freshman
Margaret Huck in fourth and sophomore Kristen Bischel for fifth.
The team also had top finishers in the 1500-meter run with
sophomore Kate Kilgus finishing
in 5:19 for third place, followed
by freshman Noelle Hele in 5:21
for fourth.
Junior
thrower
Genna
Matt continued her illustrious
Lawrence career by breaking her
own school record in the hammer
throw with a toss of 140 feet and
10 inches to take fourth place.
Matt improved upon her previous
record by over five feet. Overall,

the women’s team finished with
61.5 points.
The men’s side was highlighted by junior distance runner Cameron Davies whose 9:53
time in the steeplechase was
good enough for second place.
Sophomore Max Edwards was the
next top finisher for the Vikings as
he finished third in the 5K with a
time of 16:08. The men’s 4x400meter relay topped off the meet
with a fourth place finish at 3:38.
Next week, members of the
team will be competing at the Gina
Relays in Hillsdale, Mich. Edwards
and Schrobilgen will both be running the 5K and Davies will be
competing in the steeplechase on
Friday, April 24 in this three day
competition. The meet features
over 1,000 athletes and is a great
opportunity for Viking runners to
see how they stack up against
elite track athletes from across the
country. Due to its long distance
from Appleton, only these members of the team will be competing
at Hillsdale.
The rest of the team will be
competing on Sunday, April 26, at
the UW-Whitewater Invitational.
In addition to a very strong
Whitewater team, the Vikings will
be challenged by their own bodies
as they approach the peak of their
training. This means the highest
mileage, the heaviest weightlifting and the most intense workouts. All of the work will pay off
at the end of the season, however; so expect the Vikings to
be at their best physical condition for the Midwest Conference
Championships.

Filling the Bleachers
by Max Edwards

Last fall was my first term
as a student and an athlete at
Lawrence. Amidst adjusting to
the trimester system and meeting the demands of the cross
country season, it didn’t take long
for me to experience the reality
of the “great divide” between
the conservatory and the athletics teams on Lawrence’s campus. While I don’t have a desire
to pursue performance of an
instrument at a high level, I can
certainly appreciate the craft of
the many fine musicians within
the student body. The handful
of concerts and senior recitals I’ve had the joy of attending have been more than just a
study break—they’ve been very
enjoyable and relaxing activities
during which I have abandoned
my thoughts and enjoyed some

firstrate musical
talent. Although I don’t currently play an instrument, I can
empathize with the musicians
who’ve spent hours and hours
to improve their craft, just as I
have spent lots of time trying to
become a better runner.
Hearing athletes complain
about low attendance at their
events is all too common. I urge
everyone, athlete or art major,
conservatory student or philosophy major: be receptive to the
wealth of talent within our student body, give yourself permission to attend some new events
this term and maybe even learn
something new.
Personally, I want to see
some tennis matches and baseball games, both events that I
have not yet had the chance to
experience. I also want to attend
some more senior recitals and
experience the beautiful result
of hundreds of practicing hours.

er of this era. His historic rise
made HBO analyst Max Kellerman
ask in 2009, “Is he once in a generation? Once in a lifetime? Or is
he just once?”
To have two historically
great fighters who are about the
same age and fighting in the same
weight class is something special.
Both are major draws not only
within the US, but worldwide as
well.
While just having the top two
fighters go head-to-head would be
enough for a promotion, these two
have a history that only builds the
fight. Pacquiao filed a defamation
suit against Mayweather in 2010
after Floyd suggested that Manny

was on performance enhancing
drugs. The two have exchanged
words through social media for
the past several years and have a
definite dislike for one another,
which is very rare for Pacquiao.
The bad blood between the two
adds to the excitement surrounding the fight.
This fight is so anticipated
because of the overall significance
to the sport of boxing. The glory
days of boxing are well in the
past, but 2015 is shaping up as
a great year for boxing. Boxing
had a rough era of corruption
within its promoters that drove
many away from the sport and
has since become a niche sport.

We all work hard at something, and some of us work hard
at many things. If you feel your
craft is underappreciated, the
first step is to reach outside of
your normal routine and support others in their showcase
of talent.
In the age of mass invitations via social media, a simple
word-of-mouth invitation can
go a long way. Do we want our
bleachers a little more full for
sporting events? Do we want
Memorial Chapel and Harper
Hall to usher in some more students for concerts and recitals?
We are all busy, but in order to
foster the attitude of support
between different campus performances, athletic, musical or
otherwise, we must invest in the
gifted student body by attending at least some of these fantastic showcases of talent. We
must not view it as a chore; we
should view it as a fun opportunity to enjoy a spectacular
performance. Each time I attend
a concert, recital or sporting
event, I make it a point to try
and learn something new about
that discipline, or I simply revel
in the complexity of the athletes’
or musicians’ performances.
Let’s work together to foster an
attitude of support and appreciation for the wide spectrum of
talent here at Lawrence—make
an effort to attend an event this
term that you haven’t yet taken
time to enjoy.

Long-awaited Mayweather—Pacquiao fight set to become historic boxing match
CJ Revis

Staff Writer

_______________________

The wait is finally over. The
fight that not only boxing fans, but
sports fans around the world have
been begging for over five years is
finally happening on May 2.
On Feb. 20, after months of
rumors and speculation, Floyd
Mayweather posted a picture of
the signed contract to his Shots
account to let the world know
that the megafight was finally
on. Within minutes, the fight was
trending worldwide on Twitter.

But what makes this fight so special?
First, they are both not only
great fighters, but legendary fighters. Floyd Mayweather is a boxing
genius, who is seen by many as
the greatest defensive boxer of all
time. He is widely recognized as
the top pound-for-pound fighter
in the world. He is also the highest
paid athlete in the world and has
been part of four of the top five
grossing fights in history.
Manny Pacquiao is the only
fighter to ever be champion in
eight different weight classes. His
incredibly fast hands, explosive
offense and risk-taking style have
made him the best offensive fight-

Freshman Sportlight

Brady Busha

Ryan Clark - Golf

Staff Writer

___________________________________________________________________

Where are you from? What drew you to Lawrence?
I am from Windom, Minn. My brother went here last
year. He said it was a great school. I had a great time on my
three visits. In addition, the golf coach called me and said that
if I wanted to compete, I’d have an opportunity to do that. I
wasn’t going to pass up a great opportunity.
How did you first get into golf? What do you like most
about it?
I started my freshman year of high school. My brother
played, so I gave it a shot. I fell in love with the sport. I like
how challenging it is. It’s very mentally demanding, especially when you’re on a bad day.
What do you hope to bring to the team this year?
Low scores and, maybe, if it’s possible, a conference
championship.
Photo by Emei Thompson

While the sport is by no means
dying, it has struggled to make
its way back into the mainstream.
This fight ,however, is completely different. Just the announcement of this fight was covered
extensively by ESPN. ESPN Boxing
writer Dan Rafael said that ESPN
will be treating the fight, “like
the Superbowl.” The significance
and publicity of this fight paired
with big fights returning to primetime network television this
year can do nothing but increase
the sport’s popularity. The year
of 2015 might be seen as the year
that boxing reestablished itself as
a main sport in the U.S.

What’s one thing you’re really looking forward to this
year?
All of the golf courses I get to play at, all the people I’ll get

to meet from other colleges, this college. I’m really looking
forward to the experience of being a college athlete.

What has your athletic career here at Lawrence taught
you about being academically successful as well?
Lawrence is a really academically demanding school.
Regardless of if you’re in a sport or not, it seems like everybody here takes their academics more seriously. I’m lucky
enough to be able to go to a great school and be able to golf,
too, so I’m really grateful the school gave me this opportunity.

How have your teammates helped you with your first
year as a collegiate athlete?
They’ve helped me a lot. They’ve showed me how to fix
my game, get homework done during tournaments, making
sure I stay on top of everything, really helping to make the
whole experience fun.

If you could have a meal with any person, who would it
be? Why?
Oh, man. I’d have to say Arnold Palmer. He’s such a great
golfer, and I’d like to know more about him. Plus, he seems
like a funny guy.
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Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman

Sam Belletini - Softball
Just knowing that we had to perform helped me focus.

GC: Have you changed your
approach to hitting at all this
year compared to other years?
SB: Not really. We have a
smaller team, which allows for
a lot more one-on-one time in
the gym, practicing. I think just
the repetition and the amount of
time we are able to spend fixing
our swing with our coach has
been a big help.
GC: How would you rank
your success this year compared to your previous year at
Lawrence?
SB: Well, I’m only a sophomore, but I’m happy with where
I’m at. This season started off not
very well for me—I wasn’t hitting
well at all. So, it’s been nice to get
back on track and get ready for
the conference tournament.
Photo by Emei Thompson

This week, I sat down with
sophomore catcher Sam Belletini
of the Lawrence University
Softball team.
Belletini was
recently named the Midwest
Conference (MWC) Player of the
Week—the third Lawrentian softball player to be awarded the
honor in the past three weeks—
hitting a .591 average during the

MWC Classic with four doubles,
three homeruns, nine runs batted
in and seven runs scored.
Gabriel Chapman: Take me
through your performance at the
MWC Classic. What contributed
to your success at the plate?
Sam Belletini: We knew it
was a big weekend going in with
us wanting to host [the conference championships] this year.

GC: Has there been anything
that you’ve adjusted with your
swing?
SB: No, but I have done a lot
of tee work. After our spring trip
to Florida, I spent Easter weekend hitting balls off a tee with
my dad.
GC: How long have you been
playing softball?
SB: Since I was nine. I started playing rec. ball when I was in
fifth grade, and then, from nine
years old to 18, I played travel

[league] and then, I came here.

GC: What drew you to the
position of catcher?
SB: I started off playing third
base, but one tournament, when
I was younger, our catcher was
out of town, so I got stuck back
there, and I’ve been stuck there
ever since. It wasn’t really a first
choice, but I enjoy it and you’re
involved in every play so it keeps
you in the game.

GC: What are you looking
forward to accomplishing the
rest of this season?
SB: Getting first in the North
[division] would be good because
then we can host the tournament. If we can get three or four
wins in our next conference double headers [against St. Norbert’s
and Carroll], we’re guaranteed
to go to the conference tournament and it would be awesome
to make it back there again. Last
year, we got fourth, but to do better than that would be ideal.
GC: Who or what has been
a big influence for you on the
team?
SB: Probably Jaz [Amanda
Jaskolski]. I played with her last
year and she’s probably the best
softball player I’ve ever played
with—it’s just fun to watch her
play and she’s very humble.
She’s a good team captain who
can motivate everyone else to be
positive.

Vikings baseball and softball heat up as playoffs approach

Lawrence baseball player steps up to the plate.
Photo by Michael Hubbard

Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

_____________________

The Lawrence University
Baseball team (8-17, 2-10 MWC)
faced conference rival Carroll
University (13-15, 6-2 MWC) in a
pair of double-headers last week,
first traveling to Waukesha to face
the Pioneers at Frame Park and
then, welcoming their opponents
to Whiting Field for a rematch the
next day.
On Saturday, April 18, the
Vikings arrived in Pioneer terri-

tory, ready to battle. Carroll took
the opener 9-6, but Lawrence
retaliated to win the nightcap
10-5. Senior Jake Gordon led the
Vikings going 3-for-5, and freshman Matthew Holliday and senior
Davis Ogilvie both went 2-for-5
in the opener. Gordon again led
the charge in the nightcap, going
2-for-4 and sending home two
runs for the Vikings.
On Sunday, April 19, the
teams reconvened for another
double-header, this time on Viking
turf. Unfortunately, the Vikings
failed to hold onto the momentum they generated with the previous night’s win, falling 15-2 in

LET’S

GO,

Sunday’s opener and 5-3 in the
nightcap. Gordon went 3-for-4 in
the second game, and both he and
sophomore Brandon Klar hit solo
homers to keep the Vikings in the
game.
The
Vikings
traveled
to Dominican University on
Wednesday, April 22, for some
nonconference competition, but
will return to the MWC to take on
first place Ripon College (10-11,
6-2 MWC) in a pair of doubleheaders Saturday, April 25, at
Ripon and Sunday, April 26, at
home.
The softball team (21-9, 7-3
MWC) has been seeing more success, coming off an impressive
4-2 finish at the MWC Classic the
weekend of April 10-12 to record
another handful of victories. At
the Classic, the Lady Vikes bested South Division teams Grinnell
College, Knox College, Monmouth
College and Lake Forest College,
falling only to Illinois College and
Cornell College. Lawrence is currently sitting first in the North
Division of the conference.
On Tuesday, April 14,
UW-Stevens Point came to Whiting
Field to challenge the Vikings in
a double-header they ended up
splitting. The opener went to the
Pointers, who claimed a 5-1 victory, but the nightcap concluded

VIKINGS!

6-3 in Lawrence’s favor.
Thursday, April 16, brought
the Vikings to Red Hawk territory,
where the Lawrence ladies swept
Ripon College (5-24, 2-12 MWC)
10-7 and 8-0 in a dynamic doubleheader. Freshman standout Kori
Looker went 4-for-4 and smashed
a homer and several runs for
the Vikings, and junior Katie
Schumacher also hit a homer and
finished 3-for-5. In the nightcap
, senior Amanda Jaskolski went
3-for-3 with a homer and a double, and Schumacher, Looker and
junior Tierney Duffy each went
2-for-4 to secure the victory.
The Lady Vikes had another
successful double-header against
nonconference opponent Viterbo
University on Friday, April 17,
taking the opener 3-2 and claiming the nightcap 10-2. Jaskolski
and Duffy stood out in the opener,
going 3-for-4 and 3-for-3 respectively. Leading the nightcap
were Jaskolski, sophomore Sam
Belletini and Looker, all going
2-for-4, and junior Taylor Dodson
finished 2-for-3.
The softball team faced St.
Norbert College (11-19, 6-4 MWC)
at home on Tuesday, April 22, and
are set to host Carroll University
(19-13, 7-3 MWC) on Saturday,
April 25, and Rockford University
on Sunday, April 26.

STANDINGS
SOFTBALL
MWC
North
Lawrence
9-3
Carroll
8-4
Beloit
7-5
St. Norbert
6-6
Ripon
2-12
South
Lake Forest
10-1
Cornell
11-2
Grinnell
5-6
Illinois
4-9
Monmouth
4-9
Knox
2-11
TEAM

MENS TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
Grinnell
9-0
Monmouth
8-1
Lake Forest
7-2
Carroll
6-3
Cornell
4-5
Lawrence
4-5
St. Norbert
4-5
Knox
2-7
Ripon
1-8
Illinois
0-9

OVR
23-9
20-14
15-19
11-21
5-24
25-5
29-5
6-23
11-18
10-22
2-27
OVR
26-10
15-9
13-11
11-10
11-14
10-14
6-11
3-20
3-18
0-15

BASEBALL
MWC
OVR
North
Carroll
6-2
13-15
Ripon
6-2
10-12
St. Norbert
5-3
13-14
Beloit
5-7
15-13
Lawrence
2-10
8-17
South
Illinois
6-2
14-13
Cornell
7-5
14-14
Monmouth
4-4
13-14
Grinnell
4-4
11-15
Knox
3-9
9-18
		
TEAM

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
April 21, 2015

BY THE
NUMB3RS

42.93
The distance, in
meters, that track
athlete Genna Matt
threw in the hammer throw to set the
school record.
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Archives yield Civil War
stories at Lawrence
Ollin Garcia Pliego
Staff Writer

________________________________

Lawrence University was approaching
the end of its 12th year of instruction when
the Civil War (1861-1865) broke out on
April 12, 1861. Hundreds of male Lawrence
students went off to fight on the war’s front.
Some of them safely returned to campus
and obtained their degrees, while others
died in battle. Student life at Lawrence
drastically changed with the war.
Lawrence students who enrolled in the
army during the Civil War formed part of
the 81,000 men who fought for the Union
representing the state of Wisconsin. Official
records were found in the book titled “The
History of Lawrence University 1845-1925,”
written by Professor of European history
David G. Ormsby and William Francis Raney
between 1955 and 1962.
According to Raney, there were at least
two units that contained Lawrence men in
the war: Company E of the Sixth Wisconsin
volunteer infantry regiment and Company
E of the 40th Wisconsin volunteer infantry
regiment. The Sixth Wisconsin contained
more people from Appleton, but there were
some Lawrence students as well.
Raney explains that:
“Of the twenty-nine from Appleton,
seven had been enrolled at Lawrence, most
of them in the preparatory department.
Among the seven was Jerome A. Watrous,
who in 1864 was promoted Adjutant to the
Sixth […] At Lawrence’s semi-centennial, in
1897 he reviewed Lawrence’s part during
the Civil War.”
Raney’s records indicate Lawrence suffered a decline in male enrollment from
1861 to 1865. Every class from 1858 to
1870 contributed to the army. The class
of 1870 had 78 males and 29 of them (37
percent) had a war record. A student from
that class wrote:
“Many a Saturday night when the
week’s work was done, a group of choice
spirits would gather in one or another
of the dormitory rooms [in Main Hall],
exchange army experiences, and sing the
war songs of that period till the walls of the
old building trembled. Not many of these
remained to graduate[…] and after a year or
two of study and preparation they went out
from the college”
Associate Professor of History and
Robert S. French Professor of American

Studies Jerald Podair explains:
“The Civil War is […] the most defining
American event. The reason for that is that
the basic American vows and […] values
[were addressed by the Union, which] are
freedom, equality, and democracy. It took
the Civil War to really redefine them and
to tell us what they meant […] the idea that
all men are created equal […] The Civil War
established the idea that one person should
not own another person.”
Podair explained that in 1860, close to
half of the population would say that the
idea of freedom included the right to own
other human beings. “That may be a strange
definition of freedom to our ears, but at
least to southerners and some northerners
that was very logical. The idea of equality that did not necessarily include African
Americans,” Podair said.
More primary evidence illustrating
Lawrence’s student involvement, achievements and academic life came from the
“Lawrence College Alumni Record 18571915.” Lawrence alumnus J.S. Anderson,
class of 1870, wrote an entire section about
his memoirs at Lawrence. He described
that Lawrence students and faculty strongly
sympathized with the anti-slavery ideals
proposed by the Union.
Between 1860 and 1870, there was an
attempt to install hot air heating systems
on campus which resulted in failure. This
forced Lawrentians to use box stoves for
heat in each room.
“The students, or many of them, sawed
and split their own wood which was carried up the two or three flights of stairs
and stowed under the bed or piled along
the partitioned wall of the fenced-off bed
room. Preparation of the firewood for the
ensuing week constituted our half holiday
on Saturday afternoon,” wrote Anderson.
Some professors, at least “Professors
Pletschke, Pomeroy, Fallows, and Davies,”
according to Anderson went off to war and
a good amount of students went with them,
a fact that put Lawrence’s very existence in
danger. As a result, classes were broken up,
and class cohesion and solidarity among
students was destroyed. Almost everyone
in school had someone close who was in
the war, which created a stressful emotional
environment.
“The one overwhelming thought of the
war and its attendant evils, reaching nearly
every family and individual in the nation,
made mental concentration on things which
seemed light and trivial by comparison, an

In the Bubble:

Who is listening to us?

Regan Martin
Staff Writer

____________________________

A variety of students were asked
if they felt their views and opinions
were heard on the Lawrence campus by faculty and administration,
and whether or not they thought
this actually mattered. When surveyed, most students definitely felt
their opinions were important and
deserved being heard, but questioned if they really were.
“I think that some people’s
voices are heard, yeah, and it does
matter to me,” said junior Emily
Wendorff. Sophomore Emma Walter
felt similarly, stating “Yeah, I think it
is [important].”
Junior Gus Murphy agreed, but
believed that students “don’t have
too much of say, mostly I think it’s
the people that are giving money.”
Senior Ben Phillips thought the issue
of student voices was more nuanced:
“I think it’s different within the jazz
department. I think it’s different for
us because we know [the faculty and
staff] so well, but in the administration of the entire school, no, I feel
like I’m not heard.”

impossibility,” wrote Anderson.
As many men went off to the front,
women stepped up in the family business or
running their households. “In the south…
what it meant was that the plantation wife
would…take over and run the plantation,”
said Podair.
There was not a draft in the north until
1863, but before that, Lawrence was affected in that there was a large amount of social
pressure for young men of military age to
join up the army. Podair explains that:
“Lincoln puts out a call for volunteers,
75,000 volunteers in the wake of the attack

How this actually plays out in
student’s everyday lives is not as
clear cut. “I think, like most people,
I think about it when decisions are
made that affect me, and I see those
decisions affecting people in my ingroup,” stated Wendorff when asked
how much she thought about the
voice of the student body.
Walter was similarly unsure,
stating “I feel like I don’t have a good
sense of that. I mean, has anything
been done that happened because
people spoke out against it in the
past year? I just feel like I don’t have
a good sense of what’s happening. I
mean, I know that LUCC exists, but
overall I don’t know.”
So while there was little dissent
among students over the volume
of the voice of the student body, it
remains unclear how students actually feel about this fact and whether
or not they want to have a larger say.
While it’s a tricky topic with
no clear resolution, the voice of the
student body is worth considering as
it directly affects us as current university students. It’s up to each student to decide how they feel about
their opinions and how they affect
Lawrence.

of Fort Sumter, which begins the Civil War…
He puts out that call for volunteers: he’s
looking for young men in colleges like
Lawrence, where in a sense, they are almost
under social pressure to hear that call and
come to the aid of the country.”
History books indicate that around
620,000 soldiers (two percent of the
American population back then) from both
the Union and Confederacy died during the
conflict, a figure that accounted for roughly
as many American deaths as all American
casualties in other national wars combined.

Community members prepare for Women In Gaming Symposium
Margaret Koss
Staff Writer

_______________________

Members of the Women In Gaming Symposium planning team discuss options.
Photo by Laura Leppink

On Sunday, April 26, members
of Gaming Club will be will be putting on their annual Women and
Identity in Gaming Symposium
(WIGS) with speakers, a panel discussion, a game expo and student
presentations centered around
identity in gaming.
Reference and Web Services
Librarian and Assistant Professor,
Angela Vanden Elzen who serves as
the group’s advisor, says the symposium “provides a place to talk about
women and identity in gaming in a
safe space and in an academic setting.” Vanden Elzen taught a tutorial last term that centered on these
issues, and some of her students
will be giving presentations that
they prepared in the tutorial.
Sophomore Megan Davidson
says her presentation is about

“casual gaming and how it affects
the dichotomy of the industry as
opposed to hardcore gaming.”
Senior Bryan Cebulski created
his presentation as a continuation
of the class Masculinity in Film. “I
wanted to adapt his class into video
games,” Cebulski says. “My capstone was about representations of
masculinity in 90’s parody films. I
like breaking down the underlying
themes in movies – or any form of
video, really – and what they tell
us about what the stereotypes or
standards are in that culture that
surrounds it.”
WIGS will be bringing keynote
speaker Jamin Warren, host of the
PBS Game/Show web series and
founder of Kill Screen videogame
arts & culture magazine, to speak
on Sunday at 11 a.m. in the Warch
Campus Center cinema, followed by
a panel discussion with University
of Wisconsin-Madison researcher
Caroline Hardin.
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Nalee Praseutsack
Staff Writer

_______________________________

Director of Recording Technology Larry Darling at work in the recording studio.
Photo by Emily Teerink

Larry Darling is Director of Recording
Technology, a musician and a former
Lawrence student. He discussed Lawrence
when he was a student, how the college has
changed and the work he is doing now in
Recording Services.
Darling came to Lawrence in 1972 to
study jazz trumpet and said that he found
himself “immersed in music.” As a conservatory student, he spent much of his time
in the conservatory and interacting with
other musicians.
As a musician who played by ear,
Darling said that it “was a chore getting
through [ music theory], but it was very
necessary.” The theory provided him with a
better understanding of “the nuts and bolts
of music.”
In 1974, Darling left Lawrence to tour
with a nine-piece jazz group for six years.
“It was one of those opportunities you can’t
pass up,” said Darling. He played trumpet,
synthesizer and vocals in the group.
Once the group parted ways, Darling
became more involved with recording engineering and built his own studio. In 1996,
Lawrence offered Darling the opportunity
to manage Recording Services, which at
that time had typically been the charge of
new faculty members as an extra duty. This
was the first time a dedicated recording
engineer had been hired to oversee the
department.

With a dedicated director, Recording
Services typically does 250-300 recordings
a year. Between recitals, music events like
the World Music Festival and recording students for graduate school or other program
auditions, the department is always busy.
The department employs 20-25 student assistants to help with the workload
and record at many of the events. Darling
noted that they’re “not all music majors.”
The assistants are typically recruited in the
Fall Term.
Alumni also take advantage of
Recording Services because it is free and
of high quality. Some alumni travel back to
Lawrence from across the country to record
because it can be cheaper to travel than pay
for recording where they are, and the quality is comparable.
Darling notes that compared to his
time as a student, the courses offered at
Lawrence have become “more diverse and
in tune with the times.” However, while the
courses have diversified and branched out,
it is “still liberal arts” and “a great place to
study and a great place to live and a great
place to work.” As another consequence of
time, the use of technology has also become
more important and integrated.
For Darling, that progression of technology is changing his department. The use
of internet streaming and video elements
has become part of Recording Services
recently. While Darling works primarily
with sound and “would prefer it that way,”
he recognizes the need for the introduction
of video.

The Happiness Group focuses on raising spirits
Anh Ta

Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

This Spring Term, a series of six weekly
discussions titled The Happiness Group will
familiarize participants with practices to
combat the stress of college life, as well as
to promote better well-being and life balance. This approach aims to create a greater
sense of fulfilment through focusing on
the brighter side of life, rather than on the
problems and difficulties.
Spearheaded by Andrea Guenther-Pal,
an intern at Counseling Services, the program started Wednesday, April 15, with its
first session. In an interactive small-group
setting, the participants explored some
general ideas about the concept of happiness through a self-assessment exercise on
subjective happiness. This was followed by
a 30-minute discussion of personal experience to differentiate things that truly make
us happy from things that do not.
According to Guenther-Pal, who facilitates these sessions, The Happiness Group
series aims to “bring forward principles of
positive psychology […] and to focus each
session on a topic that has been shown

by research to increase happiness, such
as practices that you can integrate into
your daily life.” The format of
these discussions creates an open and safe
environment for
students to
freely discuss
and learn from
one another
through sharing knowledge. At the
same time,
they
can
learn some
fundamentals of positive
psychology to
further develop
techniques that benefit themselves and others.
As the field of positive psychology and its practices are still a relatively new branch of psychology, there is still
much for faculty and students at Lawrence,
as well as professionals like GuentherPal, to explore. However, the basic prin-

ciples are simple and do not require expert
knowledge to implement.
For the next five sessions of The
Happiness Group, GuentherPal intends to focus on
some simple yet powerful ideas, such as integrating gratitude into
our lives, finding
truly fulfilling activities to increase
flow experience,
cultivating optimism and committing to goals.
Guenther-Pal
is excited that the
impact will be farreaching to any audience. “My short-term goal
is to raise awareness among
everyone, whether they come to
the group or not, about the world of
positive psychology out there that has a
lot to offer,” said Guenther-Pal. “In terms of
the group of people who come, I hope they
can share the knowledge they have and
learn some new things from their peers. It

is to really focus, not on all the things that
are wrong with our lives, but what we can
actively do to focus on the good.”
Going beyond arming participants
with useful and practical tips for surviving the stress of college life, this program
encourages students to adopt a positive
and healthy outlook on life. In addition,
the group setting is also a great way for
Lawrentians to simply connect and interact
with one another, and to form meaningful
friendships.
Despite its small start, the program
promises not only immediate benefits to
participants, but also long-term improvements to the Lawrence community. To
ensure that the impact of these principles
reaches as many Lawrentians as possible,
Guenther-Pal hopes that “this is something
we can develop and grow in the future; so
that Counseling Services can offer it regularly.”
At the present, she hopes that the program will grow significantly over the next
few weeks, both in terms of participants
and general interest.

It’s not too late to apply for

The Lawrentian

We are currently hiring two Copy Editors to join our Editorial Board.
Applications can be found at www.lawrentian.com/apply.

Applications are due at midnight on Sunday, April 26.
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Faculty jazz concert highlights diverse instrumentation
Izzy Yellen
Staff Writer

_________________________

As Harper Hall filled up in the
middle of the day on Wednesday,
April 15, no one knew what to
expect. Yes, most of the audience
was familiar with the individuals
playing, and yes, a majority had
heard the Lawrence University
Faculty Jazz Quartet before.
However, all 11 of them and the
Director of Recording, Larry
Darling, coming together to play a
show as a whole? Unheard of.
For those unfamiliar with
jazz and the jazz faculty here at
Lawrence, all of them performing
together is unexpected because an

ensemble made up of voice, reeds,
trumpets, trombone, tuba, cello,
bass, guitar, drums, piano and
keyboard isn’t a traditional jazz
instrumentation. Furthermore,
they all come from different backgrounds and styles of jazz, so even
if one is familiar with all of them,
it would prove difficult to pinpoint
what exactly they were going to
play.
Despite the bizarreness of this
group and its varying histories, all
members have at least one connection—Fred Sturm, the Director
of Jazz and Improvisational Music
at Lawrence University for nearly
30 years until his death this past
summer. They all had loved creating music with him collaboratively

and decided it would be fitting to
continue not only for the joy of
sharing music with the audience,
but in his memory as well.
Those familiar with Sturm
and the rest of the jazz faculty
know that the group plays a wide
variety of jazz, touching on many
sub genres, even multiple ones
in the same tune. This concert
followed that pattern, containing
traditional, straight-ahead standards arranged for the unorthodox ensemble, and also eclectic
funky compositions, as well as
many other genres. Perhaps the
biggest surprise was their closing
tune—“Crossfire” by Stevie Ray
Vaughn—sung by Darling.
While a 12 piece jazz band

of such a unique instrumentation
playing a blues rock tune was
a bit shocking, there were various other surprises. There was
a bizarre but grooving arrangement of “Get Happy,” an introspective composition about moving on
and a cover of a sparse, exposed
soul song. The huge spectrum of
genres the faculty group played
together gave the audience an
engaging concert and wet their
appetite for what will hopefully
be a continuing series of concerts.
It was incredible to see all
of the faculty—masters at their
respective instruments—traverse
so many types of music with ease
to meet their comrades halfway
and create new sounds. Each

musician has specific styles and
genres that they commonly play,
but witnessing their talent of
being able to go back and forth
was admirable and showed just
how much each is passionate
about their music and learning
other types as well.
This concert was not what
I expected, but pretty much
everything I wanted to hear,
even if I didn’t know it at the
time. Fortunately for all of us, the
Lawrence University faculty group
will continue to play concerts featuring every jazz professor more
frequently.

detail. As the pieces progress, the
player has to be particularly sensitive to subtleties in dynamic shifts
and emphasis on certain notes.
In other words, to play Bach
well is a challenge. To play Bach
as exquisitely as Lansdale did was
a true delight for the audience
and an example of the breadth
and depth of artistic nuance.
After the opening Gigue, Lansdale
announced that she would be
taking requests from audience
members and would perform any
selection from Bach’s “Six Sonatas
and Partitas for Solo Violin.”
Lansdale explained one of the
reasons why she enjoys Bach—a
composer whose complex works
can drive certain musicians to a
state of frustration or bliss—so
much. For her, the vast spectrum
of pitch and color that Bach’s compositions travel invites her ears
to open up and hear more, which

allows for a deeper listening experience. This explanation encouraged me to strive to listen more
consciously, which afforded me an
even fuller recital experience.
Lansdale also provided a
brief, but informative explanation of the differences between
baroque bows and modern bows.
The baroque bow—with its more
delicate structure and shorter
length—might lack the “punch”
that today’s bows produce, but
it makes up for it with a darker sound. To demonstrate this
change in timbre, Lansdale played
the entirety of “Sonata No. 1 in G
minor” on the baroque bow.
The first movement was
characterized by what Lansdale
referred to as a “heartbeat” that
calmly centered the Adagio, layered beginning of this sonata, no
matter where the melody went.

Emma Arnesen

oboes added a unique effect to the
overall composition.
The second half of the concert was introduced by guest composer John Frantzen. His piece,
“Skronk,” was inspired by the busy,
clattering life in the city. Similar
to Gershwin’s famous piece,
“Rhapsody in Blue,” the ensemble
emulated the sounds of busy traffic and crowding that would be
heard while walking through a
large metropolis.
As a friend of conductor
Andrew Mast, Frantzen was able
to give a brief introduction to his
piece, highlighting the quality
and focus of his work. Frantzen
explained that not only do cultures change when moving across
the country from California to the
East Coast, but so does the composition experience. The beginning
of the composition fits perfectly
with the congestion of the rest
of the sections. This piece led in
nicely to the second by the wind
ensemble “… and the mountains
rising nowhere.”
Mast explained how this
piece, while originally arranged
for woodwinds, was nontraditional in the way the composer
had represented the notes. The
emphasis on the percussion contrasting with the piano soloist also
gave a different vibe, especially
after hearing how Frantzen had
composed his piece.
In this piece, there were offstage musical accompaniments
as well. These included whistlers,
singers and glasses filled with
water to give an airy vibrating
undertone. The two first pieces
played by the wind ensemble differed greatly from the first half of
the concert, though they showed
the difference in style and great
range of musical arrangements
the band was able to play.
This past weekend, both the
Lawrence University Symphonic
Band and the Wind Ensemble
presented very different pieces.
“Innovations” presented the variety of music Lawrence University
students take pride in learning
and practicing, and the concert
encompassed the unique and different aspects of the arts.

Katie Lansdale shares unique violin
performance with Lawrence students
Anastasia Skliarova
Staff Writer

___________________________

At 8 p.m. on Sunday, April 19,
Harper Hall was filled with violin
students, music-lovers and community members alike to hear the
guest recital of Katie Lansdale,
award-winning musician and faculty member at the Hartt School
in Hartford, Conn. After Lansdale
took the stage and the applause
died down, Lansdale immediately began to play the Gigue from
Johann Sebastian Bach’s “Partita
No. 3 in E Major.”
To perform Bach unaccompanied is, to put it lightly, a major
feat. The intricacies of the chords,
the demand of intonation and
the kaleidoscope of colors that
emerge as Bach’s solo works come
alive require much attention to

Summer
Session

NORTHW ESTERN U N I VERSI TY

2015

Registration opens APRIL 13
northwestern.edu/summer

Get Ahead. Expl o re. E n j oy.
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION
V isit in g st u d e n t s ca n ch o o se f ro m m o re t han 3 00 undergraduat e c ours es .

See page 10

Band and ensemble
present “Innovations”

Staff Writer
____________________________________

This past weekend on
Saturday, April 18, the Lawrence
University Symphonic Band
and Wind Ensemble presented
their concert, “Innovations,” in
Lawrence Memorial Chapel. The
first half of the concert included
various arrangements performed
by the symphonic band, and was
followed in the second half of the
performance by the wind ensemble, which played four unique
pieces.
Introducing the concert,
the symphonic band played
“March
from
‘Symphonic
Metamorphosis.’” Although originally written as an orchestral
composition, this arranged piece
contained instrumentation of the
string bass along with the woodwinds and brass instruments. The
front row, comprised of both the
flute and oboe sections, shared
the same musical phrases, and
their accompaniment followed
nicely with the percussion undertone. This performance differed
from the second piece, a lament by
Michael Colgrass, “Bali.”
Conductor Matthew Arau
gave background information on
the piece, stating Colgrass’ inspiration for his composition came
from a visit to the small island.
The piece was arranged in three
different parts, emphasizing the
natural order and beauty of the
sun, life and death. To emphasize
the beauty of life and lamentation for the dead, the oboe section
played offstage on the balcony.
The first part of the piece was as
slow and searching as the second
was fast and uplifting. The third
was slower and mellow.
The piece also incorporated many style techniques from
Johann Sebastian Bach such as a
leading line with variations building off of each other. In addition
to the classic style variations of
the piece, there were also phrases
that incorporated more whimsical techniques. The clattering of
the drums, the flute trills and the
eerie supplement of the offstage

In the 17 April, 2015 issue of The Lawrentian, the article
“Admissions, campus community welcome perspective
students” was misattributed to Nalee Praseutsack when, in
fact, it was written by Anh Ta.
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:

CELESTE SILLING
Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

_______________________________

A girl with an ice cream cone on
her forehead makes a funny face while
vaguely phallic-looking scoops of ice
cream float in the backdrop. Colorful
paper flowers pop off of a bedroom wall.
70 sheets of paper contain sketches of
individual faces that collectively form a
large image of eyes.
A friend’s face is drawn in ketchup
on a cafeteria table surface. Sometimes
art doesn’t need philosophical pretensions to be fantastic. It can be something
one enjoys for pure entertainment value.
Such is the philosophy of junior Celeste
Silling, a biology major with an unparalleled personal enthusiasm for art.
Silling has been making art in one
form or another for as long as she can
remember. She has taken art classes
every year since her schooling began. Her
early work, largely consisting of crayon
drawings of cats and made-up creatures,
remains tragically underrated by the
artistic community.
“I was good at it and I like being good
at things,” Silling explained, roughly outlining her penchant for the craft.
By high school, Silling began to take
her practice of art more seriously. The

personal projects grew larger and her
work began to take a more technical
form. From here, she developed a preference for painting, pencil work and X-Acto
knife techniques. Although she was
always dedicated, art was a recreational
act above all else. She enjoyed, and continues to enjoy, creating funny or beautiful images and inciting confusion or
admiration respectively in her audience.
Silling describes her style as “ethereal realism,” a term she made up to please
art critics who cannot cope with a universe that does not have labels attached
to everything. It is realism in the sense
that her subjects are formed in painstakingly accurate anatomical detail, yet it is
ethereal in the sense that her subjects
are often far more flamboyant than reality might ordinarily allow. She admires
technically proficient artists as much as
she admires artists who can make the
observer feel a certain way. The result,
as revealed in her work, is a mixture of
the two.
“It’s my personal taste,” Silling continued. “I want it to be fun and, depending on the mood, creepy or just weird in
general.”
In terms of subject matter, Silling
draws a great deal of self-portraits
because she doesn’t want to subject her
friends to the kinds of bizarre facial con-

tortions she enjoys portraying. She cites
Egon Schiele, an Austrian artist notable
for the bizarrely contorted bodies and
moody, expressive faces in his work, as
an influence. In general, however, Silling’s
subject is rarely limited. She might draw
doodles of confused people on
her biology homework, stylized posters of celebrities, a
henna ink eye of providence on
a friend’s arm or figures from
a Michelangelo fresco on your
shoes. As long as it looks good,
as long as it entertains and as
long as the mind is boggled or
blown.
Silling is also highly influenced by Leonardo da Vinci,
who she admires in part for
his versatility of interests.
This is reflected in her fondness for biology. She decided
against pursuing art at university, because she wanted it to
remain a hobby rather than a
career. She opted to major in
this science instead. Biology, she
says, is one of those things that
will always be interesting to her,
with a virtually limitless well of
things to discover.
After graduation, she
plans to either enter graduate

Mercy Project explores jazz
Marcus Campbell
Staff Writer

___________________________

On Friday, April 17, Lawrence
University’s Performing Arts
at Lawrence jazz series continued with a performance by Jon
Cowherd and his Mercy Project.
The Performing Arts at Lawrence
jazz series is a program featuring
jazz musicians from around the
nation performing on campus for
both the campus community and
the greater Fox Cities community
at large.
Cowherd, born in Kentucky,
became interested in music at
an early age. He learned to play
the piano, French horn and violin. He sung as well. He moved
to New Orleans to attend college
and studied jazz piano under
established jazz greats, such as
Ellis Marsalis and John Mahoney.
While in New Orleans, Cowherd
formed a partnership with drummer Brian Blade, who plays the
drums in Cowherd’s latest album
and Friday performance, “Mercy.”
The two formed their first band,
called the Brian Blade Fellowship,
in 1997.
In 1993, Cowherd moved
to New York City and received
his masters degree in jazz studies from the Manhattan School of
Music. Cowherd has worked with
a number of well-known jazz artists, including Cassandra Wilson,
Rosanne Cash, Iggy Pop, Chaka
Khan and Joni Mitchell. In his role
as a producer, he oversees albums
by Lizz Wright, Alyssa Graham
and The Local NYC.

“Mercy” is Jon Cowherd’s first
album under his own name as
band leader. The album features
strong musical talents with drummer Blade, and fellow New York
jazz artists Steve Cardenas playing
the guitar and Tony Scherr playing
the upright bass. Cowherd completes the quartet as keyboardist.
Lawrence Memorial Chapel
turned out to be the perfect venue
for the quartet. The moderate
attendance allowed listeners to
come in close to the stage. This
intimacy, combined with the chapel’s natural acoustics and lighting made for a wonderful, melodic
evening event.
All who were present seemed
to be enjoying themselves, from
the children with their parents
to the Lawrence students and the
senior citizens. Even the musicians
were not static figures, allowing
their emotions to show in their
music. When the instrumentalists became extremely involved in
their music, they would shout and
shake their heads. These weren’t
people playing something they’d
played a dozen times reading off
of their sheet music; these were
artists starting from their sheets
and letting the music take them to
a far away place.
I can’t put my finger on a tangible explanation, but the heart
and soul put into the music made
it palpably different. Time went
away, individual melodies were
indiscernible. It was simply music.
Jon Cowherd and the Mercy
Project made for an enjoyable
evening. The next installment of
the Jazz Series, the Robert Glasper
Trio, on Friday, May 1.

school for botany or become a biological
illustrator à la another one of her influences, Ernst Haeckel. One can be sure
that whichever plan she decides to take,
Silling will leave a trail of wonderfully
oddball images in her wake.

Photos by Nathan Lawrence

Film Review
“Charlie Bartlett,” the quirks of adolescence
Anastasia Skliarova
Staff Writer

___________________________

I recently decided to check
out Netflix’s “Independent
Movies” section, as many
Lawrentians are wont to do
when they have homework to
complete. I begrudgingly scrolled
past “Spy Kids” when I stumbled
upon the film “Charlie Bartlett.”
As soon as I saw a sly-looking
Robert Downey Jr. squinting
at me from a thumbnail of the
movie poster, I knew resistance
was futile.
The film begins with shots
of a fanatic audience in a concert
hall, screaming excitedly for a
performer yet to be announced.
A prep school boy comes onto
the stage, Converse sneakers tied
tight, announcing to all that he is
Charlie Bartlett as the crowd’s
chants grow to a deafening roar.
This joy is, as it turns outs,
a dreamscape. Charlie, played by
Anton Yelchin, has only imagined
being loved exuberantly by others. The next scene introduces
his wealthy mother, played by
Hope Davis, who nonchalantly
tries to bribe Charlie’s prep
school headmaster into letting
him stay. In addition to being a
loner, Charlie is the innovative
manufacturer of fake IDs; he has

been caught and faces expulsion.
Within minutes, Yelchin
and Davis have created a very
detached mother-son duo for
whom ethics can be negotiated
and a certain level of sophistication is assumed. Charlie just
wants to be liked by his peers,
and his mother wants him to follow a straight and narrow path.
After his expulsion, Charlie
enrolls in a public school where
Robert Downey Jr. plays the
resentful, alcoholic Principal
Gardner whose rebellious
daughter Susan, played by Kat
Dennings, falls for Charlie once
a return to social shenanigans
increases his popularity.
The antics in question
include seeing several psychiatrists, fabricating elaborate emotional backstories and procuring enough prescription drugs to
become the resident pill-pusher
of his new high school.
In addition to providing
psychotropic indulgences to the
unruly student body, Charlie’s
charm and intelligence start to
shine through, and he becomes
the school’s unofficial therapist.
Sharing advice with fellow classmates in the bathroom and making social connections, it would
appear that Charlie has finally
found a place for himself within
the precarious social strata of
adolescence.

As Charlie’s social clout
increases so does the chaos that
characterizes the high school.
Harebrained schemes emerge,
alliances are formed and the students start to question certain
practices within their academic
establishment. Moments of vivid
pathos also arise and add a note
of tragic realism to a movie that
feels vaguely like a contemporary, medicated “Ferris Bueller’s
Day Off.”
Released in 2007 and directed by Jon Poll, “Charlie Bartlett”
was appreciatively received by
audiences in the Tribeca Film
Festival, the Cannes Film Market,
the Maui Film Festival and the
Cambridge Film Festival before
it was shown in North American
theatres. Some critics, however,
described it as inconsistent—
clever teenage angst, but presented in a muddled way.
I, on the other hand, enjoyed
Poll’s ability to shed light upon
his characters’ quirks and nuances, and the film’s pithy honesty. Basically, if you are feeling a
deep sense of nostalgia for your
adolescent social awkwardness,
enjoy cinematic depictions of
hyper-dramatic family tension or
just want to immerse yourself in
a shrewdly poignant story, you
should watch “Charlie Bartlett.”
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Please mind your smoking,
I can’t stop choking

Short-term coverage of long-term problems
When covering horrific events, the media has a tendency to fixate on details that provoke public
interest rather than take an accurate, holistic and long-term approach to the situation. For example,
media outlets focused on Boko Haram’s abduction of 276 girls from their Nigerian school and the recent
massacre of students at Kenya’s Garissa University College for a relatively short time.
When we neglect to cover these topics in the long term, we support a fear of groups such as Boko
Haram by only referring to them in situations of terror. A more long-term, holistic approach to these
topics would encourage a more informed and involved populace, which might lead to more action on
these issues.

Emphasizing short term coverage and then refocusing attention onto the next big story is a good
way to sell newspapers, but it is not a good way to make sure citizens have accurate information on what
is happening. If sustained media attention was given to such issues, it would encourage people to focus
on wider, less attention-grabbing aspects of these events, such as their origins, effects and possible ways
to change the situation for the better.
However, some people worry that the push for follow-up journalism is an effort to advance activist
opinions. We agree that the media should remain neutral and not attempt to affect the public’s opinion.
It is the emphasis on brief, sensationalized news stories that produces an ill-informed and possibly
biased audience. It is holistic, long-term coverage that would objectively inform people, giving them the
information they need to form their own opinions.
In the future, media should focus more on follow-up coverage, the recovery efforts and plans to
address the existing problems. This will go beyond publicizing sensational and tragic events, and focus
the public eye on how the relevant authorities deal with the aftermath, giving the public the details they
need to stay informed.

Lansdale

continued from page 8
The first movement made a transition into the Fugue, which was followed by the Siciliano movement,
a jaunty dance. The final Presto
movement contained a “waterfall”
of flashy notes and the musical
ornamentation that embodied the
Rococo flourishes of the Baroque
period.
After taking a break from
the Bach, Lansdale took the stage
again to perform Edward Elgar’s
“Études Caractéristiques, Op.
24.” Elgar is known for his grand,
heartbreaking works, such as his
“Enigma” variations, or his inimitable cello concerto. This work,
however, is more a study in character; Lansdale referred to it as a

“salon” piece.
She also shared an anecdote
about how after recently performing the “Études” for a group of
children, they characterized each
of the four unnamed movements
with slithering, jumping or stinging bugs—and, indeed, this imaginative foray into entomology for
the purposes of musical classification provided rather vivid pictures for each section of the work.
After
an
intermission,
Lansdale returned to play
“Cleopatra, Op. 34” by Fazil Say.
Her student and Lawrence alumna Angela Lamb ‘12 introduced
her to this relatively new piece.
Lansdale described Say’s piece
as having adopted many unique,
contrasting elements of Turkish
folk music to form an ethos of the
region.

Percussive moments of pizzicato dotted sumptuous melodic
lines and created a lush, hypnotic
ambiance. After applause from
the dazzled audience, Lansdale
returned to the stage to play one
more piece: Bach’s “Sonata No. 3
in C Major.” In keeping with her
poise throughout the entirety of
the recital, this final Bach rendition was just as thoughtful and
poignant as the ones that came
before it.
From her stance to her
absolutely eloquent manner of
speaking, Lansdale’s entire performance was marked with utter
confidence. She possessed a
wealth of knowledge about each
of the pieces and the cultures that
surrounded their composition,
which led to a vibrant, educational
and engaging recital.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community
members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the
editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the
parameters outlined in the masthead.

Theodore Kortenhof

For the Lawrentian

________________________

College is a time for young
adults to begin to make their
own decisions in regards to their
health and well-being. While this
is an important aspect of student
life that extends to all decisions—
from bedtimes and mealtimes to
the use of alcohol, tobacco and
other drugs—students must keep
in mind that their actions affect
the entire Lawrence community.
Smoking is a decision that
has repercussions for everyone
on campus. I support the right to
smoke, however, when this decision inconveniences others, I feel
that change is in order. Smoke
emitted by a few affects the collective community, not just the
person holding the cigarette.
According to a 2003 press
release on Lawrence’s website,
smoking was first limited on campus when Kohler Hall became
smoke-free in 1994. In 2000, all
Lawrence buildings were made
smoke-free, and on July 1, 2004,
Lawrence adopted its smokefree status. This status extends
to all Lawrence-owned locations,
including campus vehicles and
even the London Centre.
Lawrence’s smoke-free policy means that smoking is banned
on campus in all but three designated areas: the smoking shelter
in front of Ormsby Hall, the smoking shelter between the Warch
Campus Center and Trever Hall,
and the Viking Room patio when
the bar is in operation. Smoking is
allowed on public sidewalks along
College Avenue, but not walkways
on campus.
Despite these regulations,
smoking on campus is a frequent
occurrence. It is not uncommon to
see people wandering the walkways of campus with a cigarette in
hand. Last Winter Term, smoking
directly outside the doorways of
residence halls was also a common incident. The Ormsby front
steps were a frequent smoking
venue despite their close proximity to a smoking shelter. The resul-

tant fumes permeated the building, reaching even to the second
and third floors. This made the
smoke inescapable for Ormsby
residents.
Lighting up in undesignated
locations may not seem like a big
deal, but it is disrespectful to the
Lawrence community. Smoking
on the walkways around campus
leaves nauseous clouds in the
path of other students. Most heinously, smoking in dorm rooms
introduces smoke directly into the
residence hall: an annoyance to
which a smoker’s neighbors will
readily attest.
To some, smoke may have an
even larger impact. Smoke in the
air can be a major annoyance for
runners and cyclists, making it
harder to work out. More importantly, to those with asthma and
other conditions affecting the airways, seemingly harmless smoke
can trigger symptoms that make
the air unbreathable.
Lawrence’s smoking regulations exist for a reason. No one
should be unwillingly subjected
to a smoky atmosphere. While
only a small portion of students
smoke where they should not, it
only takes one person smoking
in restricted areas to cause problems.
Smoking on campus is a
problem with a solution already in
place. There are locations on campus for people to smoke. The only
issue is that those who should
make use of them decide not to, at
the expense of the rest of campus.
While making the trek to
smoking shelters can be an
inconvenience, they should be
respected. As a residential campus, Lawrence is more than just
a school to its students—it is a
home. It is not fair to pollute one’s
home with foul vapors. Just as I
do not wish to tread on anyone’s
right to smoke, I ask that smokers
avoid infringing upon anyone’s
access to clean air. There are designated areas for smoking. Please
use them. Before you light up,
take a moment to consider those
around you.

NOW HIRING: President’s Office Intern
President Burstein’s office is hiring an intern for next year. Get a great (and paid!)
internship experience in Sampson House where you will provide research support,
assist with designing and carrying out projects, and help plan and attend events
hosted by the Office of the President—not to mention gaining a unique perspective
on Lawrence University and higher education!
Please check out the full position description and applicant requirements by logging
into LUworks at www.lawrence.edu/students/resources/career/luworks, then go to
Job Search, Keyword: President (Job
(Job ID
ID 17547)
7826) to read the job description and submit
your cover letter and résumé!
Application
is Wednesday,
6, 2015!
Applicationdeadline
deadline
is April 23, May
2014!
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Charge courageously into a messy collaboration
Jessica Morgan

Op-Ed Editor

________________________

Over the last few months, I
have learned just how messy collaborative projects can be. A lot
of communication is necessary
when creating something with a
large group of people. Even the
most ambitious students can easily be scared away from the logistical nightmare that comes with
pulling a lot of brains together.
Despite the complications
that arise from piecing the puzzle
of a group’s many diverse ideas
together, the reward of seeing a
project through to its completion
is well worth the initial struggles
involved.
This year, Jamie DeMotts and
I, co-presidents of Lawrence’s
Creative Writing Club (CWC),
strived to put together more
collaborative projects within
our club and across other campus organizations. Last term, we
helped put together a project
with Visiting Assistant Professor
of Mathematics Luke Wolcott
and the Improvisational Group
of Lawrence University (IGLU).
The end result was a concert that
IGLU performed, consisting of
improvised music to the mathrelated poems CWC wrote with

the guidance of Wolcott and other
Lawrence faculty members.
The resulting concert was a
success, leaving CWC poets eager
to put together another project
with IGLU next year. While the
outcome of the project was well
received, the process of putting
together the poems was anything
but smooth sailing.
After CWC’s first meeting
with Wolcott, Interlibrary Loan
Assistant Andrew McSorley, and
Visiting Assistant Professor of
English Charles Austin Segrest
to ask about their vision for the
math-themed poems, club members were hesitant to write about
a subject that they did not know
much about. It was several weeks
before DeMotts and I established
who was writing for the project
and received drafts from the writers.
Since many of the poets had
no background in math, the prospect of writing about the subject
was intimidating, even though the
math survey packet we received
from Wolcott contained enough
information to spark imagination
without mathematical knowledge. The amount of unknowns
about the project’s outcome and
the concept of writing about math
delayed some of the initial planning stages.
However, after seeing the

success of the math-music-poemmash-up, it was much easier to
get students on board for another
collaboration. That is not to say
that the next project proceeded
without difficulty, though.
This term, CWC is releasing a
new fragment of a serial story in
the Variety section of each issue
of The Lawrentian. (The third
installment is available this week.
Shameless plug: you should check
it out). Every part pushes the plot
forward through the perspective
of a different character, each written by a different member of CWC.
Now, after a few weeks of
wrestling through the details of
the story, all stages of the plot
and the purpose of each character within that plot have been
established. Towards the beginning, though, the story was an
absolute mess.
Since students were enthusiastic about the prospect of
writing a collective story for The
Lawrentian, there were many
ideas that spawned from our
chaotic clamor of brainstorming.
However, it took several meetings
before we were able to figure out
a way that our thoughts could fit
together in a coherent way.
There were disagreements
about some of the major plotpoints throughout the process.
We spent an entire meeting just

deciding if it would take place
in a fictional or non-fictional setting, another deciding what fiction
meant to us, and then yet another
deciding which fictional genre we
would work with.
In addition to the serial story,
DeMotts and I have been tossing
around ideas and speaking with
Lawrence faculty members about
hosting an undergraduate writing conference at Lawrence next
spring. Inviting students from
other schools and groups within
the surrounding Appleton community will require even more
coordinating and thought production.
To be completely honest, neither of us have a full grasp on
where the writing conference is
going to go, and how many people
it will reach. Neither of us know if
putting together this conference
for the first time will inspire student organizations to continue the
project the following year or laugh
at our over-ambitious attempt to
try something new.
Despite the uncertainties,
I have never had so much fun
playing with ideas and exploring the possibilities of a project.
Last week, DeMotts and another
CWC member screamed my name
across campus, gaining my attention to report on a meeting with a
professor about questions we had

about the conference.
For the next several minutes,
we geeked out about the directions that the conference could
take. We squealed with glee, arms
waving in the air excitedly with
the realization that our vision
could become a reality.
Like the beginning of the
serial story, there are many ideas
for us to mold together and even
more people to communicate with
in order to make the conference
possible. Hosting a conference
requires financial planning and
scheduling with schools whose
academic calendars are much different than our own. And boy, is
it messy.
Getting students to participate in and take the time out of
their busy 10-week term to take
part in a project whose outcome
is uncertain takes patience, courage and communication. However,
it’s worth it. It’s worth the geek
out when you realize that the
project is possible. It’s worth the
rush after seeing the end result of
something you were afraid of trying. Most importantly, it’s worth
the friendships you build while
creating something together.
Next time you have an idea,
bring it up to a friend. Talk with
relevant student organizations
and dive in. You never know
where an idea could lead.

the guidance of Wolcott and other
Lawrence faculty members.
The resulting concert was a
success, leaving CWC poets eager
to put together another project
with IGLU next year. While the
outcome of the project was well
received, the process of putting
together the poems was anything
but smooth sailing.
After CWC’s first meeting
with Wolcott, Interlibrary Loan
Assistant Andrew McSorley, and
Visiting Assistant Professor of
English Charles Austin Segrest
to ask about their vision for the
math-themed poems, club members were hesitant to write about
a subject that they did not know
much about. It was several weeks
before DeMotts and I established
who was writing for the project
and received drafts from the writers.
Since many of the poets had
no background in math, the prospect of writing about the subject
was intimidating, even though the
math survey packet we received
from Wolcott contained enough
information to spark imagination
without mathematical knowledge. The amount of unknowns
about the project’s outcome and
the concept of writing about math
delayed some of the initial planning stages.
However, after seeing the

success of the math-music-poemmash-up, it was much easier to
get students on board for another
collaboration. That is not to say
that the next project proceeded
without difficulty, though.
This term, CWC is releasing a
new fragment of a serial story in
the Variety section of each issue
of The Lawrentian. (The third
installment is available this week.
Shameless plug: you should check
it out). Every part pushes the plot
forward through the perspective
of a different character, each written by a different member of CWC.
Now, after a few weeks of
wrestling through the details of
the story, all stages of the plot
and the purpose of each character within that plot have been
established. Towards the beginning, though, the story was an
absolute mess.
Since students were enthusiastic about the prospect of
writing a collective story for The
Lawrentian, there were many
ideas that spawned from our
chaotic clamor of brainstorming.
However, it took several meetings
before we were able to figure out
a way that our thoughts could fit
together in a coherent way.
There were disagreements
about some of the major plotpoints throughout the process.
We spent an entire meeting just

deciding if it would take place
in a fictional or non-fictional setting, another deciding what fiction
meant to us, and then yet another
deciding which fictional genre we
would work with.
In addition to the serial story,
DeMotts and I have been tossing
around ideas and speaking with
Lawrence faculty members about
hosting an undergraduate writing conference at Lawrence next
spring. Inviting students from
other schools and groups within
the surrounding Appleton community will require even more
coordinating and thought production.
To be completely honest, neither of us have a full grasp on
where the writing conference is
going to go, and how many people
it will reach. Neither of us know if
putting together this conference
for the first time will inspire student organizations to continue the
project the following year or laugh
at our over-ambitious attempt to
try something new.
Despite the uncertainties,
I have never had so much fun
playing with ideas and exploring the possibilities of a project.
Last week, DeMotts and another
CWC member screamed my name
across campus, gaining my attention to report on a meeting with a
professor about questions we had

about the conference.
For the next several minutes,
we geeked out about the directions that the conference could
take. We squealed with glee, arms
waving in the air excitedly with
the realization that our vision
could become a reality.
Like the beginning of the
serial story, there are many ideas
for us to mold together and even
more people to communicate with
in order to make the conference
possible. Hosting a conference
requires financial planning and
scheduling with schools whose
academic calendars are much different than our own. And boy, is
it messy.
Getting students to participate in and take the time out of
their busy 10-week term to take
part in a project whose outcome
is uncertain takes patience, courage and communication. However,
it’s worth it. It’s worth the geek
out when you realize that the
project is possible. It’s worth the
rush after seeing the end result of
something you were afraid of trying. Most importantly, it’s worth
the friendships you build while
creating something together.
Next time you have an idea,
bring it up to a friend. Talk with
relevant student organizations
and dive in. You never know
where an idea could lead.

Feel-good public relation stunts harm fraternities
Danny Davis

Operations Manager

________________________

Over the last few months, I
have learned just how messy collaborative projects can be. A lot
of communication is necessary
when creating something with a
large group of people. Even the
most ambitious students can easily be scared away from the logistical nightmare that comes with
pulling a lot of brains together.
Despite the complications
that arise from piecing the puzzle
of a group’s many diverse ideas
together, the reward of seeing a
project through to its completion
is well worth the initial struggles
involved.
This year, Jamie DeMotts and
I, co-presidents of Lawrence’s
Creative Writing Club (CWC),
strived to put together more
collaborative projects within
our club and across other campus organizations. Last term, we
helped put together a project
with Visiting Assistant Professor
of Mathematics Luke Wolcott
and the Improvisational Group
of Lawrence University (IGLU).
The end result was a concert that
IGLU performed, consisting of
improvised music to the mathrelated poems CWC wrote with
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What is your opinion on the western
media’s coverage of international news?

“Western media too often
highlights only events that affect
our economic interests.”
–Tyler Grasee

“As individuals, we should
constantly verify the sources that
shape our opinions, because
we should understand the entire
story, not just part of it.”
–Chelsey Choy

“It often fails to portray a holistic
image of complicated events,
circumstances and stories.”
–Dani Glass

“The broader news coverage is
full of subtle propaganda and it
is very Euro-centric. Alternative
news sources do a better job
of covering issues from multiple
perspectives.”
–Samhita Nagaraj

“For the most part, domestic
coverage of international news is
what is of interest to the domestic audience.”
–Merton Finkler

“I think it distorts people’s
perception of other countries,
especially the Middle East,
because it doesn’t actually show
what it’s like to live there.”
–Lucy Pipkin
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